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+441912535963 - https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Coffee-Shop/129-Coffee-
shop-Whitley-Bay-337671640299986/

Here you can find the menu of 129 Coffee Shop in North Tyneside. At the moment, there are 16 courses and
drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Andrew Marshall likes

about 129 Coffee Shop:
A lovely traditional tea room with a good range of home made food. I just opted for coffee and a scone from the

impressive selection. Coffee is also excellent. All the food looked delicious and I'm looking forward to trying
something more substantial next time. read more. The premises in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and

can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, Depending on the weather, you can also sit
outside and be served. What Laura Miller doesn't like about 129 Coffee Shop:

Staff seem lovely. Setting lovely. Once the the quality and presentation of the food is addressed everything will
be lovely. Two orders: Fried eggs on toast. Wafer thin bread. Luke warm rather small eggs. Finished off with two
very small ice cold butter portions slapped...on the plate. Cheese and onion toasty. Same standard as fried eggs
on toast. I do not cook and so appreciate any effort that is put in by others to... read more. At 129 Coffee Shop in
North Tyneside, a diverse brunch is served for breakfast, where you can eat as much as you want pamper your
taste buds, For a snack, the fine sandwiches, small salads and other snacks are suitable. Moreover, there are

numerous typically British meals on the card that are guaranteed to excite every Englishman's taste buds, Also,
the guests of the restaurant love the extensive selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the

restaurant has to offer.
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Mai� course�
SIDE SALAD

Burger�
WHOPPER

�tra�
GINGER

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
GLUTEN FREE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SANDWICH

SOPES

PANINI

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

APPLE

BACON

CHEESE

PASTRAMI
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Opening Hours:
Monday 09:00-16:00
Tuesday 09:00-16:00
Wednesday 09:00-16:00
Thursday 09:00-16:00
Friday 09:00-16:00
Saturday 09:00-16:00
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